




















https://youtube.com/clip/UgkxJDL-rXlABg_ytmKjGcXWGFkdPhT8pM6W
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SURPRISE / EMOTION / HUMOUR / CONTROVERSY
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Sell more!
Using story to 

connect & convert

Raise better!
Optimising for 

investment

Fail faster!
Using rapid 

experiments for 
growth

Get paid! 
Pricing & 

Negotiation









If we want to 



…Grow

…Pursue opportunities

…Diversify and offer more

If we want to 
We often need 

to consider what 
or who else 
can help us 







http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZkwqZfvbdFw


What could 
happen?
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Want to 
hear some 
business 
best-practice?



What could 
funding 
help us 

achieve?













In Threes…
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Understanding customer 
channels & analytics 

Cost of acquisition versus lifetime value 

Effort versus sales volumes

Cost versus selling price & margins 

Day rate charged versus actual delivery

Lower costs & increase margins 

Cost versus benefit of outsourcing 

Ability to automate

Value gained from customers

Understanding revenue 
& cash forecast  



Angels, Venture 
Capitalist, SEIS & EIS,  

Crowdfunding, 
Friends & Family 

Bank Loans, Credit, 
Business Loans, 
Directors Loans 

Local Government, 
Innovate UK, Creative 

England



Patreon Fundrazr
Kickstarter





What money will help achieve 
Who your customers are & market size
Competitors & point of difference 
Roadmap for growth 

Amount required & what for

Traction / sales to date
Team’s experience, mentors & advisors
Key metrics such as customer acquisition 
costs
Why invest now?











Thinking ahead of
THE MARKET







There is no innovation and 
creativity without failure. Period.



“The word failure is imperfect.

Once we begin to transform it, it ceases to be that any longer.

The term is always slipping off the edges of our vision, not 
simply because it is hard to see without wincing, but because 
once we are ready to talk about it, we often call in something 
else - a learning experience, a trial, a reinvention - no longer 
the static concept of failure”

Dr. Sarah Lewis, Author of ‘The Rise’





















The WTF Award!











I believe that my customers have a need to…
My customers’ needs can be solved with…
My current customers are…
My future customers will be…
The most important value a customer gets 
from my service is…

I will acquire the majority of new customers 
through…
Our competitive advantage is…
My main competitor is…
We will beat our competitors by…
The biggest risk with my product or service 
is…





















































PROBLEMDON’T KNOW

CRITICISM JEALOUSY







































Compelling content to capture

Webinars are working, but not well 
attended enough. 

If we segment our mailing list to three 
personas and target content at them with 
a super easy ask / micro-commitment then 
we should see an uplift in reg’s

1. Break our list (c.300) into A. FANS recurring 
buyers,  B. WARM LEADS (<6m), and C. COLD 
CONTACTS (<12m) 

2. Create specific 45 sec explainer video & CTA  
for each group

3. Mail out and monitor click throughs / signups

20-50% uplift in registrations 
(average 20 per campaign)

6 weeks



Break the script

A fixed price structure won’t work for 
our market

If we mock up a brochure for the kind of 
film we make repeatedly, fix two versions 
of the price and split test it with 7 
previous clients we’ll learn whether there 
is mileage in trying 

1. Productise uni recruitment films

2. Two versions – a 6.5k (essential) and a 
12k (extra value)

3. Build a question list (draw on Mom test!)

4. Schedule ‘research calls’ with 10 previous 
clients (aim to complete 7 interviews)

We complete 7, pool the feedback and 
create 1 offer to take out aggressively 

4 weeks







































“…and what happened next?”



Break the 
SCRIPT
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Intellectual 
Property for 
Creative Biz

Sell more!
Using story to 

connect & convert

Raise better!
Optimising for 

investment

Fail faster!
Using rapid 

experiments for 
growth

Get paid! 
Pricing & 
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